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Lawmakers must address PERS
The governor has proposed some reasonable measures. If the Legislature 
fails to approve these, or others, in 2013, citizens should act on their own

Perhaps nothing the Legislature does this year will be more important, and more bitterly contested, than 
PERS reform. Lawsuits and political retribution followed the last reform effort, which took place a decade ago. 
But so did improvements, most notably the creation of a less-generous third tier of benefits that now serves 
almost 44 percent of active PERS members.

Those 2003 reforms, though beneficial, have not adequately protected school districts, cities and other 
government agencies from the retirement system’s crushing burden. Facing unfunded liabilities of $16 billion, 
the PERS board last year approved a 45 percent increase in employer (read taxpayer) contributions, beginning 
in July. That translates into about $900 million over the 2013-2015 biennium. The estimated hit on Portland 
Public Schools alone — $14 million — could pay for a lot of teachers.

The costs of the state’s pension system must be better controlled, and there’s only one way to do it: Pay 
beneficiaries less than they’d get otherwise. Lawmakers must cut as painlessly as they can, but cut they must.

Gov. John Kitzhaber singled out a pair of appropriate reform measures in his proposed budget. One 
would end the practice of offsetting Oregon income taxes for retirees who live out of state, and therefore 
pay no Oregon income taxes. The other would limit annual cost of living increases for PERS beneficiaries 
to the first $24,000 of benefits. Taken together, these changes would save an estimated $800 million over the 
biennium, which is money that would remain available to support public services.

The governor can do no more than recommend, however. It’s up to the Legislature to do the work, and 
this is the sort of work the Legislature doesn’t like to do. Lawmakers in 2011 considered a bill that would have 
done away with the income tax offset for out-of-state retirees ... and agreed only to cut the perk for those who 
retire and vamoose after Jan. 1, 2012. They wimped out.

Even now, when both the governor and economic reality demand action, Democrats seem to have the 
PERS jitters. Incoming House Speaker Tina Kotek hasn’t said “no” to the governor’s proposals. But she has 
expressed reservations about supporting proposals that may be legally questionable. With that in mind, she 
has requested a legal opinion on the cost of living idea.

Hmm.
Kotek calls herself a “pretty cautious person.” Caution is a good thing up to a point, but excessive caution 

can paralyze. Oregonians already know that limits on cost of living increases will be challenged in court, 
leading to the only legal opinion that matters: that of the state Supreme Court. What purpose would an 
independent legal opinion serve, except as an excuse for inaction? We certainly hope that’s not where this is 
going.

The options the governor has identified are only two on a long list of potential PERS adjustments that 
Republicans, at least, are eager to explore. Senate Minority Leader Ted Ferrioli calls them the “lowest of the 
low hanging fruit.” Mike McLane, his counterpart in the House, calls the governor’s proposals “sensible,” but 
says his caucus is considering some additional options, which it was not ready last week to release.

The Legislature should provide a fair hearing to these and other proposals to ease the PERS burden. But 
ultimately, as McLane notes, Democrats, who enjoy majorities in both chambers, will decide what passes. And 
the two proposals supported by the governor, also a Democrat, are good candidates.

Such a thing is disheartening to consider, but lawmakers might, once again, punt on PERS. What 
happens then, besides the continued erosion of public services?

Forget about tax reform, for starters. Voters aren’t about to support changes to Oregon’s tax system — 
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doing away with the personal income tax kicker, tweaking property taxes or the Big Kahuna, creating a sales 
tax — if the Legislature doesn’t have the stomach to address one of its most significant spending problems. 
And they shouldn’t.

In the event of legislative failure, Oregonians should start a conversation with that other legislative body 
— themselves. The initiative process allows them to make law without involving their elected representatives, 
which comes in handy when the elected folks — whether from simple cowardice or out of an obligation to 
favored interest groups — don’t do their jobs.

Voters could enact Kitzhaber’s recommendations via the initiative process. And as long as they were at 
it, they could consider an initiative creating a pure defined-contribution plan, like a 401(K), for new public 
employees.



Visit oregonlive.com/thestump to read and comment on the latest posts,
editorials, letters and other commentary. Twitter.com/oregonianstump

S
hould our politicians dedicate them-
selves to solving the problems we face
now? Or should they spend their time
constructing largely theoretical deficit

solutions for years far in the future to satisfy
certain ideological and aesthetic
urges?

This is one of the two central
choices the country faces at the
beginning of President Barack
Obama’s second term. The other
is related:Will the establishment,
including business leaders and
middle-of-the-road journalistic
opinion, stand by silently as one
side in the coming argument risks cratering the
economy in an effort to reverse the verdict of
the 2012 election?Yes, I am talking about using
the debt ceiling as a political tool, something
that was never done until the disaster of 2011.

My first questions are, admittedly, loaded.
They refer to a difference of opinion we need
to face squarely.

It is entirely true that in the wake of two bud-
get agreements, in 2011 and the just-passed
deal on the “fiscal cliff,” we have not reduced
the deficit enough. The issue is: How much is
enough?

Contrary to all the scare talk you keep hear-
ing, Robert Greenstein, president of the Cen-
ter on Budget and Policy Priorities, notes that
we could put the deficit on a sustainable path
for the next 10 years with one more deficit-

reduction package equal to about
$1.2 trillion, plus the resulting inter-
est savings.

By sustainable, I mean keeping
the debt from growing as a share of
gross domestic product and hold-
ing it at around 73 percent of GDP
for the next decade. This is a more
than reasonable number by interna-
tional standards.To put it in perspec-

tive: According to the International Monetary
Fund, in 2011 Canada’s debt was at 85 percent
of GDP, Germany’s was at 81.5 percent — and
Greece’s was at 163.3 percent.

Holding the debt ratio in the low 70s is well
within our sights. It could be achieved through
a combination of $600 billion in cuts and $600
billion in additional revenue through tax re-
form — or through modest taxes on carbon
or on financial transactions. (OK, for now, I am
dreaming on the last two, but they are still good
ideas.)The cuts could be made without wreck-
ing Medicare, Medicaid or Social Security, and

without eviscerating government’s capacity to
invest in the future.

We could then shelve our deficit obsession
for a while and confront the problems that
should be center-stage over the next few years:
restoring shared economic growth, spurring
the creation of good jobs, dealing with gun vi-
olence, reforming immigration laws, improv-
ing our education system and taking steps on
climate change.

But there is the other side of this debate,
pushed not only by conservatives but also by
a deficit-reduction industry that sees the only
test of seriousness as a willingness to slash
Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security for
those who will retire 10, 20 or 30 years from
now. They want to be able to admire nice pre-
dictions on a computer screen that show the
debt dropping to 60 percent of GDP.

There is no objection in principle to discuss-
ing the modest changes that could improve the
long-term stability of Social Security. But when
it comes to health care cost projections, there
is so much we don’t know that it is truly foolish
to make decisions now for, say, 2040.

Health care cost inflation has been dropping.
We can’t be sure how sustainable this trend is,
but economists who study the matter think the

cost curve may be bending downward for the
longer run. The Affordable Care Act contains
measures that could further restrain health
expenditures.

Is it either sensible or humane to decide in
2013 on the basis of such limited knowledge
to toss future seniors and low-income Medic-
aid recipients under the bus? Health care costs
are something we must keep working on. We
can buy time for this difficult undertaking by
getting the deficit down to a sustainable level.

And that brings us to the debt ceiling. The
central weakness of a largely helpful fiscal cliff
deal is that it did not save us from a debt-ceiling
fight. It would be colossally stupid — there is
no other word — to derail an economic recov-
ery that is slowly but steadily taking hold with
another battle over a silly provision in our law.
Will all the respectable people who know this
sit on the sidelines and let it happen, or will
they speak out now?

We are finally on a promising path. Only pol-
itics of a very degraded kind can keep us from
moving forward.
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Yes, we should cut back, but how much is enough?
THE REAL DEFICIT ARGUMENT

Lawmakers must address PERS
The governor has proposed some reasonable measures. If the Legislature
fails to approve these, or others, in 2013, citizens should act on their own

P
erhaps nothing the Legislature does
this year will be more important,
and more bitterly contested, than
PERS reform. Lawsuits and politi-

cal retribution followed the last reform ef-
fort, which took place a decade ago. But so
did improvements, most notably the cre-
ation of a less-generous third tier of benefits
that now serves almost 44 percent of active
PERS members.

Those 2003 reforms, though beneficial,
have not adequately protected school dis-
tricts, cities and other government agen-
cies from the retirement system’s crushing
burden. Facing unfunded liabilities of $16
billion, the PERS board last year approved
a 45 percent increase in employer (read tax-
payer) contribution rates, beginning in July.
That translates into about $900 million over
the 2013-2015 biennium.The estimated hit
on Portland Public Schools alone — $14
million — could pay for a lot of teachers.

The costs of the state’s pension system
must be better controlled, and there’s only one way to do it: Pay
beneficiaries less than they’d get otherwise. Lawmakers must
cut as painlessly as they can, but cut they must.

Gov. John Kitzhaber singled out a pair of appropriate reform
measures in his proposed budget. One would end the prac-
tice of offsetting Oregon income taxes for retirees who live out
of state, and therefore pay no Oregon income taxes. The other
would limit annual cost of living increases for PERS beneficia-
ries to the first $24,000 of benefits.Taken together, these changes
would save an estimated $800 million over the biennium, which
is money that would remain available to support public services.

The governor can do no more than recommend, however. It’s
up to the Legislature to do the work, and this is the sort of work
the Legislature doesn’t like to do. Lawmakers in 2011 consid-
ered a bill that would have done away with the income tax
offset for out-of-state retirees ... and agreed only to cut
the perk for those who retire and vamoose after Jan.
1, 2012. They wimped out.

Even now, when both the governor and
economic reality demand action,
Democrats seem to have the
PERS jitters. Incoming House
Speaker Tina Kotek hasn’t said
“no” to the governor’s proposals.
But she has expressed res-
ervations about support-
ing proposals that may be
legal slam dunks. With
that in mind, she has
requested a legal opin-
ion on the cost of liv-
ing idea.

Hmm.

Kotek calls herself a“pretty cautious
person.” Caution is a good thing up
to a point, but excessive caution can
paralyze. Oregonians already know
that limits on cost-of-living increases
will be challenged in court, leading to
the only legal opinion that matters:
that of the state Supreme Court.What
purpose would an independent legal
opinion serve, except as an excuse for
inaction? We certainly hope that’s not
where this is going.

The options the governor has iden-
tified are only two on a long list of
potential PERS adjustments that Re-
publicans, at least, are eager to explore.
Senate Minority Leader Ted Ferrioli
calls them the“lowest of the low hang-
ing fruit.” Mike McLane, his counter-
part in the House, calls the governor’s
proposals“sensible,” but says his cau-
cus is considering some additional op-
tions, which it was not ready last week

to release.
The Legislature should provide a fair hearing to these and

other proposals to ease the PERS burden. But ultimately, as
McLane notes, Democrats, who enjoy majorities in both cham-
bers, will decide what passes. And the two proposals supported
by the governor, also a Democrat, are good candidates.

Such a thing is disheartening to consider, but lawmakers
might, once again, punt on PERS.What happens then, besides
the continued erosion of public services?

Forget about tax reform, for starters. Voters aren’t about to
sup- port changes to Oregon’s tax system — doing away

with the personal income tax kicker, tweaking
property taxes or the Big Kahuna, creating

a sales tax — if the Legislature doesn’t
have the stomach to address one of

its most significant spending prob-
lems. And they shouldn’t.

In the event of legislative
failure, Oregonians should
start a conversation with

that other legislative body
— themselves. The initiative

process allows them to make law
without involving their elected repre-

sentatives, which comes in handy when
the elected folks — whether from simple

cowardice or out of an obligation to favored
interest groups — don’t do their jobs.

Voters could enact Kitzhaber’s recommenda-
tions via the initiative process. And as long as

they were at it, they could consider an ini-
tiative creating a pure defined-contribution
plan, like a 401(K), for new public employees.

Immigrants brought here illegally as kids shouldn’t be penalized with high college costs

T
uition-equity legisla-
tion cleared the state
Senate two years ago,
but remained parked

in a House committee when the session
ended. If it had come up for a vote in the
lower chamber, Rep. Tina Kotek told The Or-
egonian editorial board last week, it would
have passed. Kotek says she expects the Leg-
islature to consider similar legislation this
year, and there’s a pretty good chance it’ll
get a vote this time. Kotek, a Portland Dem-
ocrat, is the incoming speaker.

Which means that a worthwhile, though
controversial, piece of legislation may enjoy
a relatively drama-free journey to the gover-
nor’s desk. Hooray for that.

The 2011 bi l l
would have im-
proved the educa-
tional outlook for

illegal immigrantsbroughthereaskids.Aslong
as they met various requirements — attending
an Oregon school for at least three years, living
in the United States for five and committing to
seek citizenship, for instance — the leg-
islation’s beneficiaries would have been
eligible to pay in-state tuition at state uni-
versities.

You could argue — and some have — that
such legislation would give people who are
here illegally a benefit that isn’t available to
American citizens living in other states.That’s
true. But such rigidity misses the point, which

is that the law shouldn’t punish people for the
actions of others. The 2011 bill was designed
to help people who were brought to Oregon as
kids, who grew up in Oregon and even grad-
uated from Oregon high schools. Charging
them out-of-state tuition — pushing a college
education out of the reach of many — is cruel.

It’s also a big waste of money and human
potential. It makes little sense to spend tens
of thousands of dollars on primary and sec-
ondary education, only to erect a barrier to
a college education that could improve job
prospects, purchasing power and,incidentally,
payroll and income tax revenue.

Lawmakers should act this session to re-
move that barrier, and it looks at this point
as if they’re poised to do just that.

A promising future for tuition equity

EDITORIAL

Monday morning roundup
The Oregonian’s Susan Nielsen shares

links to opinions from around the Web to
get you caught up from the weekend and
ready for the week ahead.

Read and comment at The Stump.

The future speaks Spanish
Kathleen Parker advocates for political

bilingualism as American voters become
more diverse: “Metaphorically, learning
Spanish means learning people. Knowing
them as human beings, not as statistics
on a game board. Recognizing their
humanity and finding new ways to talk
about immigration that don’t alienate
entire swaths of the population. … The
GOP was always a natural home for Latinos,
who tend to be conservative and Catholic,
though decreasingly so. … Why aren’t
Hispanics hearing the GOP call? Because this
aspirational language is drowned out by the
rhetoric of rejection.”

Read and comment at The Stump.

Freedom to live in fear
Leonard Pitts Jr. rejects the argument

that more guns mean more peace of mind:
“By the reasoning of the NRA, you do not
address that sad state of affairs by crafting
laws that strive to balance the rights of
responsible gun owners with the need to
block the irresponsible, the dangerous, the
criminal-minded, the unhinged, from access
to these WMDs. No, by the NRA’s reasoning,
the solution to too many guns is more
guns still. The organization frames this as a
defense of freedom.”

Read and comment at The Stump.

Two sides to Portland
“The recent tragedy at Clackamas Town

Center has affected our community in
ways that will be far-reaching and long-
lasting. My perspective on these events is
shaped by my 22-year teaching career at
Lane Middle School, where Jacob Roberts
attended middle school. … Roberts is
typical of too many of the kids I have
taught. As chronicled in The Oregonian, he
was raised without either of his biological
parents, by an aunt who had mental health
issues, became drug affected and spent his
inheritance. … Teaching kids like Roberts
is extremely challenging. They come to
middle school with serious social, emotional
and psychological issues. Raised without
parents in extreme poverty, they reflect their
neighborhood. Roberts has now become
our most notorious alum, but he joins a long
list of kids from the Brentwood-Darlington
neighborhood who have committed serious
crimes. I don’t know what the answer is,
but I can certainly identify the problem.
Portland has become a tale of two cities,”
Anthony Cantwell of Clackamas writes at the
public blog My Oregon, found at The Stump.
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Agenda 2013

Agenda 2013

What are your
priorities?

In addition to reflecting our views,
we hope this agenda serves through-
out the year as a catalyst for reader
discussion. Do you think wemissed
something we should have included
or included something we should

have left out? Join the debate, either
by writing a letter to the editor or

commenting online. The coming week
will offer plenty of opportunity for in-
put, as will the 12 months to come.

Readmore of The Oregonian
editorial board’s priorities at
ORne.ws/editorial-agenda-2013
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